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CHAPTERR SIX 

'COMBATT MODE'. MIMESIS AND HATREDi 

©© Purnaka L. de Silva a 

Iff  we believe in absurdities, we shall commit atrocities (Voltaire). 

OursOurs is a national liberation struggle, a struggle for freedom to shape our political destiny, a 
strugglestruggle waged with courage, heroism and sacrifice, a struggle soaked in blood and tears, a 
strugglestruggle built on the ashes of several thousands of martyrs (Political Committee of the LTTE 
inn Seevaratnam I989:v). 

Thee Tigers' history, their theoretical vacuum, lack of political creativity, intolerance and 
fanaticall  dedication will be the ultimate cause of their own break up. The legendary Tigers 
wil ll  go to their demise with their legends smeared with the blood and tears of victims of their 
ownn misdoings. A new Tiger will not emerge from their ashes. Only by breaking with this 
wholee history and its dominant ideology, can a new liberating outlook be born (Rajani 
Thiranagamaa in The Broken Palmyra)/ 

wee may say that anger is an emotion, whereas hatred must be classified as a sentiment - an 
enduringg organization of aggressive impulses toward a person or toward a class of persons. 
Sincee it is composed of habitual bitter feeling and accusatory thought, it constitutes a stubborn 
structuree in the mental-emotional life of the individual. By its very nature hatred is 
extropunitive,, which means that the hater is sure that the fault lies in the object of his ]sic] 
hate(Allportt 1992:31). 

Onn Saturday, 23r d July 1983 there was an ambush on the Palaly road, in the northern Jaffna Pen'nsula town of 

Thirunelvelii  in the far north of the island of Sri Lanka. The attack was carried out by Tamil paramilitaries of 

thee LTTE. The target was a detachment of Sinhala soldiers travelling by truck, who belonged to the First 

Battalionn of the Sri Lanka Light Infantry (SLLI) regiment of the Sri Lanka Army (SLA). The overwhelming 

11 1 would iike to thank Patrick Maume and Sydney Elliott for their helpful comments with regard to the 

casee of Northern Ireland. 

22 Dr. Rajani Thiranagama, was a former member of the LTTE and prominent member of University Teacher's 
forr Human Rights (Jaffna), as well as a senior member of staff of the Jaffna Medical Faculty (with a Ph.D. in 
Anatomyy from University College, London) and well known South Asian feminist. She was murdered by 
LTTEE gunmen - who shot her at close range while she was cycling home from the university- on account of 
herr anti-paramilitary writings and human rights oriented activities. 
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majorityy of the members of the government of Sri Lanka's security forces (i.e. the Army, "Navy, Air Force, 

Policee and Homeguards) are Sinhala. Thirteen soldiers died on that day when an improvised explosive device 

(IED)) was set off. According to popular rumour the bodies of the dead soldiers were dismembered as a 

message/warningg to the Sinhalese. 

Inn the conflict in Sri Lanka, paramilitaries of the LITE use an assortment of modem small arms. Such 

as:: semi-automatic pistols, automatic submachine guns (SMGs), assault rifles, light machineguns (LMGs), 

multipurposee or general-purpose machineguns (MPMGs or GPMGs), heavy machineguns (HMGs), rockef 

propelledd grenade-launchers (RPGs), rocket launchers (RLs), artillery (e.g. multi-calibre mortars, multi-barrel 

rockett launchers or MBRLs and field-guns) to hand grenades and improvised explosive devices (lEDs. which 

(includee explosive 'body-belts' used by suicide-bombers). They also use bayonets, swords, machetes, knives, 

axess or similar sharp instruments that have been used to stab, hack, chop, mutilate and maim victims. On top 

off  this they use to good effect weapons captured from Sri Lankan security forces which include heavy artillery 

andd tanks. The state forces use a similar range of small-arms, artillery (i.e. mortars, howitzers and field-guns), 

lightt armour (i.e. armoured cars and medium tanks), aircraft (i.e. propeller-driven ground attack aircraft, jet 

bombers,, troop carriers and helicopter gunships) and an assortment of naval patrol craft and gunboats. 

Strategicallyy the warfare in the north and east, between state forces and the LTTE is at a stalemate, with a few 

tacticall  gains here and there. The latest fighting, the biggest battle in over a year (according to a Sri Lankan 

defencee ministry spokesman), has been initiated by the army (SLA) with support from the airforce (SLAF) and 

navyy (SLN), and has concentrated around Elephant Pass. The capture of the sprawling base, after only two 

dayss of fighting on 22nd April 2000 by the LTTE is a setback for the government and will strengthen the 

LTTE'ss hand. The Elephant Pass is a narrow causeway, which is a key entry point to territories held by 

governmentt forces, in the northern Jaffna peninsula. The combined forces of the government appear to have 

madee a 'tactical retreat'. And now that there appears to be serious intent on the part of the United States to 
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bolsterr Sri Lankan military capabilities in the "war-war" department, it is hoped that the "jaw-jaw" process 

beingg handled by the third-party mediator Norway will make better headway. 

Inn 1993 there were similar engagements in this region. And then the Sri Lankan armed forces 

advancedd about 13 kilometres inland after heavy fighting and their immediate objective appeared to be Küali, 

aa LTTE naval base, from which it had launched a number of successful sea-borne operations (using fast speed 

boats)) against the SLN. Correspondent Chris Morris, who was interviewed on the BBC world service radio 

programmee "News Hour" (30th September 1993), also reported that Sri Lankan defence ministry sources put 

downn the initial casualty figures as sixty soldiers killed and around twice that number wounded, with 150 

LTTEE paramilitaries killed (with forty bodies recovered by the SLA) and many more wounded. Unofficial 

figuress are much higher of the 1993 fighting and internally displaced persons fleeing from the fighting 

reportedd of casualties among civilians who were caught up in the SLAF's aerial bombing of residential areas. 

Whatt all this carnage boils down to is that despite all the fighting since 1993 the actual amounts of territory 

beingg fought over is relatively small in strategic terms and in fact provide evidence to the stalemate on the 

battlefield. . 

Apartt from the regular weaponry listed above, more unconventional methods - that vary from clubs 

andd sticks to chairs as well as whips (some made out of barbed wire) - are also used to beat or bludgeon 

victims.. Another feature is the burning of victims dead or alive (ri many cases after torture) on a pile of used 

tvress doused with petrol or kerosene (a rarity in the northern peninsula given the acute shortage of fuel oil due 

too an ongoing government embargo). Other situated practices of political violence include the regular use of 

torture,, crueltv and terror by most protagonists, as well as dismemberment and mutilation of corpses. Extra-

judiciall  killings carried out by shadowy death squads3 that operated with the sanction of previous regimes in 

33 The best known of these death squads, were the 'Black Cats*. One of the second highest ranking police 
officerss Udugampola (Deputy Inspector General of Police - retired), has made public statements in writing and 
onn video to the international and local press, leaders of the opposition, heads of foreign embassies and the 
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i iovemmentt were a common fate of the missing. Clandestine (and public) executions do not differ when it 

comess to anti-state paramilitary forces, be it the Tamil "Tigers' in the North-East or the campaign o f terror 

mountedd during 1987-1990 period by the (predominantly Sinhala) JVP in the southern, central and western 

provinces. . 

Thee opening paragraph of this chapter deals with a very important ambush in the history of Sri 

Lanka'ss political violence. This ambush set the stage, in a manner o f speaking, for the worst inter-ethnic riots 

everr witnessed. As mentioned previously, stories and narratives in the form of rumours, play a large part in the 

normativee spread of violence at the level o f popular culture. An infamous example o f its effects are the events 

thatt took place in the days prior to and on 'Black Friday* (29th July 1983). These events, referred to as inter-

ethnicc riots, are situated practices o f political violence. Anthony Giddens defines a riot as " A n outbreak of 

illegall violence, directed against persons, property or both" Giddens 1991:748). The riots o f July 1983 

providedd a justification at the time, for Sinhalese mobs to wreak havoc on their Tamil fellow-citizens. I walked 

thee streets o f Colombo on the first day of rioting, when arson and murder was intense (i.e. after managng to 

gett Tamil office-mates to secure lodgings through rampaging mobs in safety). Given the scale o f violence and 

thee lack o f any law enforcement - confirmed by a senior Tamil police officer who said that he had instructions 

fromm the ' top ' to remain confined to the premises of his police station [Personal field-notes July 1983] - it is 

clearr that there was a tacit, though never adequately proved, hand of the then government in giving the 'go 

ahead'' The mob violence had an organised component reported by many witnesses. In my area, local 

memberss o f the then ruling United National Party (UNP) led the mob with a voters list, identifying and 

attackingg practically every Tamil house in the neighbourhood. In some rare cases, the houses o f the friends o f 

thee rioters were left untouched The political fallout o f this catastrophic phenomenon was that it swelled the 

president,, alleging the involvement o f senior police officers in the activities o f the 'Black Cats'. Udugampola 

himselff was until his 'retirement' the spearhead in the government's fight against the JVP, and a largenumber 

off extra-judicial killings are personally attributed to him. 
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rankss of the Tamil paramilitary organisations, from among the thousands of alienated and vengeful Tamil 

youths,, who had lost family, friends, property, jobs and schools (many books were burned during the rioting), 

andd become refugees or internally displaced persons in the space of a week. In the aftermath of the riots, 

recruitingg was at its height in the refugee camps in the southern Indian state of Tamil Nadu, substantially 

strengtheningg the paramilitary groups. After the Thirunelveli ambush political violence was never the same, it 

tookk a qualitative leap in intensity and technological sophistication (partly due to the covert involvement of 

India),, which has led to the present state of affairs. 

EfficacyEfficacy of the Comhut Mode ' 

Thiss Chapter is an attempt to discuss the phenomena of emotion and cognition and the impact of such 

phenomenaa on forms of organisation and political violence. The discussion is placed within the context of the 

contemporaryy conflict in Sri Lanka, and focused on the organisational entity of the Tamil Tigers'. The 

analyticall  categories of affect and of cognition (as binary opposites) are employed in social psychology, 

psychologicall  anthropology and the anthropology of emotion for a long time now. From the mid-1970s on, 

theree was an increasing interest in the role of the emotional, in personal and social life, in anthropology, 

psychology,, sociology, philosophy, history and feminist studies (Littz and White 1986:405, Epstein 

1992:5.249.. Bock 1988:201 )4. 

Thee use of constructed binary oppositions by social scientists has, in general, failed to throw new light 

onn the variety of subject matter being analysed. This rather conventional method of analysis is a residual 

elementt of enlightenment thinking, where arbitrary and artificial dichotomies, vis-a-vis mind/body, 

44 Examples of relevant studies on emotion (on the basis of discipline) are as follows: Anthropology - Bock 
(1988),, Eckman (1973), Epstein (1992), Lutz (1988), Lutz and White (1986), Solomon (1978). Psychology -
Averilll  (1982), Clark (1992), Izard (1977), Mandler (1984), Plutchik and Kellerman (1980). Sociology -
Hochschildd (1983). Kemper (1978). Philosophy - Roily (1980), Solomon (1976). History - Stone (1977). 
FeministFeminist Studies - Smith-Rosenberg (1975). 
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spirit/marter,, reason/emotion, etc.. are pursued. Its weakness is that social, cultural or other realities are much 

moree complex than can be viewed or understood from a twofold point of view. More attention wi l l be given to 

thiss matter in the section that covers theory. 

Despitee my misgivings vis-a-vis this mode of analysis, the importance o f the affect-cognition debate 

withinn social psychology, psychological anthropology and the anthropology o f emotions (as wel l as the 

commonn usage of these two categories in the general literature), obliges me to look at this particular debate at 

greaterr length. In this process, I wi l l also attempt to br i ig out some of the heterogeneity of violent 

representationss in Sri Lanka, which wi l l not be adequately highlighted through a discussion primarily in 

relationn to these two categories. 

Firstt of all. by phenomena o f cognition. 1 refer to all those conceptions and values, categories and 

distinctions,, frameworks o f ideas and systems of belief through which human beings construe their world and 

renderr it orderly and meaningful. It thus covers a whole range of mental phenomena, high and low, elaborated 

andd unarticulated, so that philosophies, sciences and theologies are included alongside traditional cosmologies, 

folkk prejudices and 'plain common sense'. This also involves normative schemes o f taste, fashion, manners, 

andd etiquette, as well as the developed systems o f ethics, justice, and morality. These 'mentalities" or ways of 

thinkingg are. in turn, closely linked to ways of feeling and sensibilities.5 

Withh regard to the T a m i l Tigers' I argue \\\3\ socially constructed sensibilities" and mentalities' have 

hadd a significant impact on the specificities o f their organisational form, and concomitant actions o f political 

violence.. The Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) as they officially refer to themselves, have achieved 

55 David Garland uses the same formulation of the categories o f cognition and of emotion to define the concept 

off culture (Garland 1991:195) and I have borrowed extensively from him. 

66 Also referred to in the literature as phenomena of affect or of emotion. 

77 Also referred to in the literature as phenomena of cognition. 
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internationall notoriety and a reputation for being one of the most efficient and ruthless paramilitary 

organisationss in operation in the 1990s. In this paper I will examine the veracity of their reputation for 

efficiency.. Here, organisation is an important category, which needs to be examined, for it is the cornerstone 

uponn which the 'Tamil Tigers' have achieved their international notoriety and fearsome reputation. 

Itt is apparent that the international media and various institutions of power (international, regional and 

local)) have a great deal of admiration (sometimes grudging) for efficient organisations, especially in the 

contextt of warfare and political violence. We are constantly bombarded by editorials, reports and analyses, 

whichh extol the merits and virtues of good organisation, whenever there are reports of successful military 

actions,, for example in relation to the Persian Gulf War. The dangers of good organisation are also expounded 

inn the context of what is labelled 'terrorist violence', for example in relation to the Provisional irishRepublican 

Armyy (PIRA) bombings in London. So much kudos is involved in good/efficient organisation that when for 

instancee the PIRA carries out a successful operation in London, the media critique is directed at the 

disorganisation/inefficiencydisorganisation/inefficiency o\'ihe Anti-Terrorist Squad, MI5, Scotland Yard, etc. 

Therefore,, an analysis of the reputedly efficient and well-organised Tamil Tigers' will, in my opinion, 

shedd some light and reveal other aspects of organisational 'success' which are not heralded or championed. 

Further,, given the turbulent worldwide scenario in the post-cold war era and the many ethnic, national and 

regionall conflicts, a discussion of organisation and political violence is very topical. However, prior to a 

descriptivee representation and analysis of the organisational phenomenon of the Tamil Tigers', it is necessary 

too survey the theoretical landscape with regard to such issues as organisation, political violence, and 

phenomenaa of emotion and of cognition. 

Garethh Morgan presents an interesting approach that deals with metaphors of organisation - as 

machines,, organisms, brains, cultures, political systems, psychic prisons, flux and transformation, and 

instrumentss of domination (Morgan 1986). Morgan highlights the strengths and limitations of'each metaphor 
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andd presents the case for organisation as a way of thinking. However, on the level of practical application, 

Morgan'ss theoretical observations are rather inadequate. In this paper I concentrate on the metaphor of 

organisationn as psychic prisons in a somewhat different fashion. That is 1 deviate from the largely management 

orientedd perspective of Morgan and discuss the entrapment of the 'Tamil Tigers', within their organisational 

methodss and societal constructions. 

Henryy Mintzberg puts forward the idea that humans inhabit a 'strange world of organizations' (1992). 

II  lis approach is similar to that of Morgan, but more practical. Mintzberg does away with the notion of order as 

ann automatic process, and organisation is viewed as processes of ordering, iitegrated efforts of systemisation, 

andd processes of structuration. He also looks at the loss of these processes of ordering, systemisation. and 

structuration,, due to ineffectiveness brought about through over efficiency. 

Inn the context of the contemporary civil war in Sri Lanka, if organisation is interpreted as processes of 

ordering,, we find that ordering is constructed, from different and opposing sides, where it is simultaneously 

imposedd and counter-imposed. In other words, the Sri Lankan state and its military attempt to impose a process 

off  ordering upon the minority Tamil community. Likewise, political groups from within the Tamil ethnic 

communityy counter-impose their notions of ordering. Both these heterogeneous blocs perceive or allege that 

theirr actions are carried out in the best interests of the community they represent. More often than not the two 

communitiess find out to their detriment that self-interest is the prime motive for the imposition and counter-

impositionn of these processes of ordering. What is also increasingly clear is that these notions of ordering 

withinn and without the majoritarian and minoritarian communities have led to conflicts of interests, and to 

inter-- and intra-communal violence along heterogeneous political lines. 

Inn this chapter, the relationship between organisation and political violence deals with the manner in 

whichh political organisations/groups within and without the majoritarian-ininoritarian divide in Sri Lanka 
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imposee and counter impose their notions of'order', and thereby engage in the chaos8 and carnage of political 

violence.. In social psychology - the manner in which the phenomena of emotion and of cognition interact to 

influencee social understanding, viewpoints, and notions of self and of others- have long been the source of 

controversy.. The central figures in this controversy are Zajonc (1980, 1981, 1984), and Lazarus (1981, 1982. 

1984).. In an article titled: 'Inhibitory Effects of Awareness on Affective Responding: Implications for the 

Affect-Cognitionn Relationship', Robert Bornstein observes that the: 

Discussionn of issues surrounding the affect-cognition relationship is complicated by the fact 
thatt researchers have been unable to delineate universally agreed-upon operational definitions 
off  the terms affect and cognition (Bornstein 1992:235). 

Whilee Zajonc (Ibid) argues that affective responses occur with virtually no-higher level cognitive processing 

off  stimulus content, Lazarus (Ibid) argues that extensive cognitive processing of stimulus invariably precedes 

affectivee responding. More recent work suggests that the affect-cognition relationship is not as simple as 

presentedd by either Zajonc or Lazarus. To highlight this point Bornstein (Ibid: 236) presents 4 examples of 

researchh findings on the affect-cognition relationship, that: 

1.. In certain situations, affective responses occur with minimal cognitive processing of stimulus content (Isen 
andd Diamond 1989). 

2.. Although, at other limes, extensive cognitive processing is required to elicit an emotional response (Safran 
andd Greenberg 1987). 

3.. Complicating the issue, cognitive processes sometimes play a centra! role in determining the nature of an 
affectivee reaction (Marshall and Zimbardo 1979. Maslach 1979, Schachter and Singer 1962). 

4.. While, at other times, affective reactions systematically and predictably influence cognitive responses 
(Khilstromm 1987, Nisbett and Wilson 1977). 

II  am in agreement with Bornstein that: 'The interaction of affective and cognitive processes is complex, subtle, 

difficul tt to study empirically and differs across situation and circumstance" (Bornstein 1992:236). 

Nevertheless.. 1 find that the generally accepted definitions of affect and cognition in the field of social-

psychologyy as presented by him to be rather narrow and unsuitable as an analytical tool, in the discussion of 

88 Look at Mintzberg (1992) on chaos and chaos theory. 
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thee category of political violence in relation to the concept o f organisation^. The weakness o f social 

psychologicall approaches as presented by Bornstein is that affect is limited to simply being a 'quality-assigned 

too a stimulus', which omits a broader formulation o f the linkages between symbol systems and affect (e.g. 

svtnboll svstems as emotional shields)'0. Similarly, the definition of cognition is limited to the internal 

processess o f the self, and thereby omits the broader impact of systems of ideology, culture and societal 

processes.. Conventional psychologists have this tendency to look at emotions in isolation from the social f ield, 

whichh leads in Lutz's view (Lutz 1988:212) to an emphasis on emotions as singular events situafcd within the 

individuall rather than as emotional exchanges between individuals (or for that matter, between groups or 

organisedd units of individuals). There is also the added weakness o f causal over-determination and totalizing 

assumptionss presented by psychologists. 

A .L .. Epstein (1992) adds a new dimension to the study o f emotion from an anthropological 

perspective.. He tends to borrow heavily from the work o f the theoretical psychologist Silvan S. Tomkins 

(1962,, 1963, 1981 and 1984). In the process. Epst in argues in an anti-cultural relativist vein, against the 

positionss o f the constructionists' ' (e.g. Armon-Jones 1986, Harre 1986a,b, Lutz and White 1986, Lutz 1988). 

Inn defence of Tomkins against a social constructionist critique by Lutz (1988:66). Epstein highlights the 

fol lowing: : 

99 Bornstein (1992:236) illustrates the general framework used by many researchers in social psychology vis-a-

viss affect and cognition, with a twofold definition o f affect: " [A] f fect may be viewed as a quality-valence-

assignedd to a stimulus...affect may also be viewed as a feeling state that people experience, such as happiness 

orr sadness" (Isen and Diamond 1989:125); and a single definition of cognition as "a series o f internal 

processess involved in acquiring, storing, transforming and retrieving information" (Branscombe 1988:3). 

' 00 Peter L. Berger for instance, argues that symbol systems provide a "shield against terror" (Bsrger 1967:22). 

Davidd I. Kertzer adds weight to this argument by declaring that in order to understand political processes, it is 

necessaryy to understand how the symbolic enters politics, how politics is then expressed through symbolism, 

howw political actors consciously and unconsciously manipulate symbols, and how this symbolic dimension 

relatess to the materia! bases of political power (Kertzer 1988:2-3). 

' '' This term refers to "an emerging new paradigm within psychology and other areas o f human science: social 

constructionism"" (Epstein 1992:249). 
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Tomm kins defines the affects in terms of muscular and glandular responses located in the face 
butt also distributed widely throughout the body...processes that provide, as it were, the 
underpinningss for the primary building blocks of an enormously complex system in which 
neurophysiology,, expression, and phenomenology, as well as language, all have an 
acknowledgedd role..The need for flexibility, if the affects are to achieve their communicative 
function,, is exemplified most clearly by his concept of central assembly which. ...allows the 
affects,, memory, perception, and thought, as welt as the components of the nervous system, to 
combinee in varying and complex ways in response to the needs of an ever-changing internal 
andd external environment (Epstein 1992:250-251). 

Epstein,, a la Tomkins, presents a novel approach that avoids a simplistic and dichotomous view of the 

relationss of mind/body and reason/emotion. This approach combines elements from neurology12, psychology, 

phenomenology133 and linguistics. There are, however, other elements that can be worked into this approach to 

furtherr broaden its scope. For instance, the impact of cultural and symbolic systems is marginally presented in 

thee approach advocated by Epstein. This is a reflection of his anti-cultural relativistic bias. From my 

experiencee in the combat zones in Sri Lanka, cultural images, symbols and rhetoric play an important role in 

thee orientation of emotional responses in crisis situations. 

Forr example, if we examine elements from a neurological standpoint, we know that the brain is not 

separatee from the neural system. In very general terms, sadness is registered physiologically through the neural 

networkss (e.g. brain-spinal cord-muscles) to the tear ducts. Likewise, anger is registered through the neurai 

networkss to the heart, and then to the arms and fists. However, emotion is not registered mechanically, and the 

conditioningg to one's immediate environment and socio-cultural context (which includes language, religion, 

andd other reference points), plays an important role vis-a-vis emotional expression/response. To highlight this 

point,, let us imagine a person incarcerated in a cell with no windows or light. After some time this person 

becomess disoriented, due to a lack of familiar (i.e. social and cultural) reference points. This disorientation of 

' -- That is the manner in which the brain and the neural system, operates. Epstein incorporates neurological 
elementss in his approach in a non-biologically deterministic fashion. 

133 Philosophical studies (based on Edmund Husser!) which are concerned with the experiences of the self. 
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thee black and unfamiliar void is heightened in the context of solitary confinement. Such disorientation, which 

makess one lose sight of familiar sights, smells, sounds, objects and knowledge, enables interrogators (in this 

hypotheticall  instance) to intimidate and break down the resistance of the person concerned. In other words, the 

humann person, who constitutes the contested space in our example, is subjected to a myriad of emotions, 

whichh involve shock, disorientation, fear, terror, subjugation, and finally control. What I mean by social and 

culturall  reference points, are the familiar objects and knowledge, which enables a person to have a sense of 

being.. For example, a window allows one to tell what time of day it is and to calculate the passing of time. 

Similarly,, light conveys a sense of warmth and security {as with light of day, which can of course be reversed 

whenn caught in the glare of an interrogator's spotlight)14. An extremely important (if not the most) cultural 

referencee point is the possibility to converse freely with other human beings. Solitary confinement denies this, 

whichh makes this form of incarceration the most difficult and damaging to the prisoner. Interrogators usethis 

methodd to deny the prisoner any right to have a sense of exactly who he or she is and thereby relegate this 

personn to a sub-human realm of existence. My point in this illustration is to argue, that while neurophysiology 

playss a role, people need social and cultural reference points in order to express/respond emotionally and to 

havee a sense of being! 5. This sense of need is exacerbated in the case of the prisoner (especially in a conflict 

situation),, who is denied all human rights. 

Whilee this may be the case, emotion terms such as sadness, anger, shock, fear, terror, etc. pose 

methodologicall  problems, which are not confined to the differences between lexicons and inconsistent 

definitions.. That is. even within a single given social, cultural and linguistic context, there are a myriad of 

144 At the moment of interrogation the glare of the spotlight can be a combination of piercing, cruel, harsh, 
blinding,, desolate, frightening, etc, for the prisoner. 

!55 | tend to agree with many of the positions of the social constructionists. However, I also take into serious 
considerationn their limitations, as well as the other elements (i.e. neurophysiology, etc.) that must be taken into 
account,, as highlighted by Epstein. 
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meaningss and expressions to each emotion term such as sadness, anger, shock, tear or terror. Further, these 

emotionss do not occur in isolation, but in a continuous process or cascade. At present, research has not 

developedd sufficiently in order to analyse such complexities. The divisions deployed in analysis function to 

highlightt differences, which in actuality do not exist as singular events. An awareness o f the limitations and 

difficultiess facing research, however, is a first step towards further progress. 

Thus,, the approach that Epstein advocates has in fact encouraged and challenged new approaches that 

mustt continuously strive to expand their boundaries. While this is not the aim o f this particular paper, it allows 

uss to understand the limits o f binary thinking, as well as the present boundaries o f more complex and 

necessarilyy multidisciplinary approaches. I move now to a discussion o f the 'Tamil Tigers' and some o f the 

heterogeneityy o f violent representations in Sri Lanka, which escape the ambit of emotive and cognitive issues. 

II have presented a broader interpretation o f cognition a la Garland that incorporates all conceptions and values, 

categoriess and distinctions, frameworks o f ideas and systems of belief which human beings use to construe 

theirr world and render it orderly and meaningful. Being orderly and meaningful, therefore, is assumed to be o f 

extremee importance. This is very true in the case of paramilitary organisations. In the current civil war in Sri 

Lanka,, the most successful paramilitary organisation is the Tam i l Tigers" and the key to their success is 

efficientt organisation. Therefore, while acknowledging that the interaction o f affective and cognitive processes 

iss complex, subtle and differs across situation and circumstance (as noted by Bornstein 1992:236). it is o f 

interestt to scholars in the fields of ethnic/national conflicts and South Asia studies specialists, to look more 

closelyy at the organisational success of the T i g e r s ' ' 6 and its impact on the broader issue o f political violence 

inn the Sri Lankan embroglio. 

II hypothesise that in the process o f construing their world orderly and meaningful, the T igers ' 

manipulatee or attempt to manipulate phenomena o f cognition and of emotion to their advantage, konically in 

' 66 That is. the manner in which the T igers ' construe their world to be orderly and meaningful. 
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thiss process (where they themselves become entrapped by their own constructions of reality), they create more 

chaos,, carnage and disorder around them. Here, emotion or affect becomes a mobilising force, which enables 

ann inter-relation between cognitions and symbol systems, where symbols and images are institutionalised 

emotions. . 

Thiss process involves the representation and reconstruction of interna! relations within the 

organisationn (i.e. between the leadership and the cadres), and without, where images, symbols and language 

aree used as hiding places and a way of interpreting or mapping the world (e.g. the organisation as the womb). 

Whilee this process has enabled the Tigers' to incur heavy casualties on the battlefield and still continue 

purposefully,, the organisation is unable to transcend the cognitive maps of the world and of reality. The latter 

(themselvess constructed), make the very symbols, which act as emotional shields and provide sustenance, 

becomee barriers through time. In other words, the closure of the mind or thinking within the organisation, 

discountss the possibility of the organisation being caught up in its own web of cognitions, which obstructs the 

organisationn from adapting to different situations. Here, the balance between orcbr as imposed from inside and 

orderingg incentives from outside (e.g. public moral outrage) is disturbed. Therefore the outside then becomes a 

mirrorr image of inside ordering, where agency is denied to the outside world. In such a scenario, the step to 

violencee becomes less burdensome. The same applies to opposing organisations/groups (e.g. the Sri Lankan 

armedd forces and other Tamil paramilitary groups) who engage the 'Tigers' in combat. , 

Inn this process, where representations and reconstructions of internal relations within the organisation 

takee place, communication becomes a "battle' and not a smooth flowing exchange. The high internal control of 

order,, communication and practically every other aspect of human action, within the L ITE and similar 

organisations,, lead to symbolic systems becoming increasingly closed. In my opinion, the Tigers' are trapped 

withinn the 'combat mode' and are uncomfortable, therefore unsuccessful, when operating in other scenarios, 

suchh as in negotiated political settlements, mainstream parliamentary politics, or in a pluralistic democratic 
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climate.. The recent internal struggle within the LTTE (end of 1993 beginning of 1994) and the triumph of its 

supremoo Velupillai Prabhakaran's point of view illustrates this point vividly. 

Thee 'combat mode' within which the Tigers' operate, precludes the application of emotional shields. 

Thee application of emotional shields are made operative through commemorations and celebrations of the dead 

(i.e.. martyred) LTTE paramilitaries. Death and mourning are stage managed by the Tigers' and celebrated in 

thee imagery and language of ritual and symbols. For example, coffins of the dead are ceremonially draped with 

thee LTTE flag and local school bands are press ganged into conducting march-pasts at the head of mourning 

processions.. At the gravesite. salvos of small arms fire form part of the burial ritual' 7. This process also 

involvess the narration and propagation of a mattyrology of the Tigers' (Schalk 1991). And as mentioned 

previously,, commemorative billboards depicting fallen Tiger' heroes and heroines in larger than life colour 

paintings,, "Tiger" insignia and monuments to the dead, notice boards in the centre of Jaffna announcing the 

latestt casualties in battle, poems and songs played out loud in public squares, official LTTE photograph 

albumss dedicated to the martyrs, newspaper and magazine articles, etc, all play a cumulative role in this 

complexx process. 

Inn fact the LTTE's celebration and commemoration of death, its interplay with emotional shields and 

difficultyy in operating without the 'combat mode' is somewhat comparable with Israeli preoccupation with the 

holocaustt and difficulties encountered during open and constructive dialogue with representatives of the 

Palestiniann people. An example of emotional shields becoming operative in Israel was the killin g of six Israeli 

soldierss by the Islamist organisation Hamas18. As a result of this action the centre-left government of the late 

11 7 This burial ritual is somewhat similar to that performed in Northern Ireland by the Provisional IRA for their 

fallenn (e.g. flag, black beret and gloves). 

188 On this occasion, Hamas claimed their actions to be a 'commemoration of the fifth anniversary of the 
Intifada".. This is a cognitive statement that is loaded with emotion, which plays on Palestinian notions of 
justice,, honor and morality, as well as on feelings of outrage and of prejudice. Such a statement by Hamas is a 
populistt attempt at capturing the moral high ground vis-a-vis Palestinian popular opinion in occupied Gaza and 
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Premierr Rabin expelled more than 400 Palestinians allegedly affiliated to Hamas. The Israeli action (a result o f 

thee operation o f emotional shields) possibly jeopardises dialogue and negotiations vis-a-vis the Israeli-Syrian, 

Israeli-Jordanian.. Israeli-Palestinian, and Israeli-Lebanese peace processes. It could also become a public 

relationss disaster for Israel vis-a-vis international opinion. To Israelis supportive o f the actions o f the Rabin 

government,, the expulsions construe their world orderly and meaningful (i.e. by eliminating the chaos and 

disorderr wrought by Hamas). 

Inn the case of the T a m i l Tigers", as well as in the case o f secular and religious organisations in Israel, 

muchh of reality is shaped by meanings and order. Those, in turn are constructed and shaped by images, 

symbolss and language, which construe a one-dimensional worldview. Such an orderly and meaningful 

worldd view in fact functions as a 'psychic prison" (Morgan 1986:199-231). where members and sympathisers 

aree presented with one universal and monolithic truth, beyond the confines o f space and time. In ether words 

thee successful operation of a single consciousness is in fact the triumph o f militarism and fanaticism in the 

namee of" 'l iberation". The cadres of the 'Tamil Tigers' construct their identity in opposition to the other (i.e. 

enemyy stereotype), in accordance with the truth and reality o f the master narrative constructed by the 

organisation'ss hierarchy (as they have no knowledge o f any other). However, there are instances where even 

thee hierarchy of the 'Tigers" cannot control or manipulate reality and truth, and instead become subject to 

them.. A good example being the sense of security the LTTE"s hierarchy derives from the 'combat mode', 

whichh in fact dictates a large part o f their organisational actions. This point is also noted by Morgan, that, 

whilee organizations may be socially constructed realities, these constructions are often 

attributedd an existence and power of their own that allow them to exercise a measure o f 

controll over their creators (Morgan 1986:199). 

thee West Hank. At the expense o f Yasser Arafat's PNA, The success o f Hamas in its endeavor woud be at the 
costt o f the popularity o f the more secular sections of the Palestinian national liberation movement. This is a 
clearr example of an organisation attempting to manipulate phenomena of cognition and o f emotion to its 
advantage. . 
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Whenn operating in a 'combat mode' there is no room for dialogue and dissent within or without. There are 

enemiess everywhere and the only protection is the organisation (i.e. organisation as the womb). A vivid 

examplee of this is the story narrated to me by an ex-LTTE field commander in 1984. We were in a flat on the 

fourteenthh floor of a council housing estate in east London at the time. And during the conversation, this man 

toldd me that "the knife is here", pointing to his throat and said that: "I can walk out (of the window) at any 

time"" (I have nothing to lose). The reason for this he explained was the feeling of bereavement and loss that he 

feltt for leaving the organisation. He said that for him the leader of the 'Tigers'. Velupillai Prabhakaran, was a 

bigg brother whom he had looked up to and the organisation was literally everything to him - father, mother, 

brother,, sister, family. 

Suchh constructions of reality bounded by emotional shields enable the "Tamil Tigers' to function, in 

theirr opinion, efficiently. However from another point of view, it appears that the order imposed by the 'Tamil 

Tigers** upon the civilian population in the north and east of Sri Lanka has created more chaos, carnage and 

disorderr more than anything else. It is apparent that the fanaticism and militarist worldview of the 'Tigers' 

havee enabled them to commit atrocities and gross human rights violations, which have become all too common 

too Sri Lanka and other sites of low intensity warfare/political violence in deeply divided societies. 

Beforee I conclude 1 want to touch upon certain perspectives of violent representations, which were 

omitted,, as they did not fall within the ambit of a discussion on emotive and cognitive issues. For example, a 

moree heterogeneous approach would be to include gender- and history-centred perspectives. I have not 

conductedd extensive research into the gender perspective but I have come across examples in interviews with a 

groupp of ex-LTTE prisoners. The young men with whom I spoke said that they were absolutely terrified of the 

womenn cadres of the "Tigers'. The physical maltreatment meted out by the male cadres were a pale shadow to 

whatt the female cadres did. One. rather common, explanation of this phenomenon is that female cadres have to 

bee more tough, ruthless and less sympathetic (thereby more cruel) in order to compete for status and 
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recognitionn in a traditionally patriarchal context. Another group of interviewees said that women were stronger 

inn coping with the vagaries and extremely adverse conditions of war (i.e. in many instances beirg the 

economic,, moral and emotional mainstays o f their families). 

Similarly,, history too represents an important part o f violent representations. Through a series o f well-

plannedd military strikes carried out from 1985 on, the 'Tigers' were able to 'clearthe f ield' o f other competing 

Tamill paramilitary groups. The history o f this internecine warfare clearly illustrates the undemocratic and 

authoritariann character o f the LTTE as an organisation. This also reflects on the internal kil l ings within the 

organisationn of ex-LTTE cadres being held prisoner in secret locations. 1988 to 1990 saw the weakening o f the 

Tiger"" military strikes against rival paramilitary groups and they were forced to adopt a more defensive, 

survival-orientedd posture. However the anti-Indian perspective of the then new Premadasa regime which 

coupledd with the JVP's attempt to capture state power, enabled the 'Tigers' (who were also anti-Indian) to 

exploitt a brief 'alliance" with the Sri Lankan armed services. Through this marriage-of-convenience, the 

T igers '' completed their plan of militarily "clearing the f ield' o f all rival paramilitary groups19. One group, 

whichh managed to stay 'neutral', by supporting the T igers ' , was subsequently forced to disband and merge 

withh LTTE units. A couple o f months later, the erstwhile allies (i.e. the Sri Lankan Armed Forces and the 

T igers ' )) engaged in a fresh round of hostilities, which have been termed by analysts as the 'Eelam War I I ' . 

Todayy one finds that the Sri Lankan armed forces are fighting the Tigers' , alongside their new allies made up 

fromm remnants of the Tamil paramilitary groups who were 'taken out' o f the north and east by the LTTE. 

II have briefly illustrated above in my discussion o f the efficacy of the 'combat mode' the importance 

off multidisciplinary perspectives, which in fact add to the previous analysis and discussion on emotive and 

cognitivee issues. Other aspects o f equal importance that reflect the heterogeneity o f political violence (which I 

1 99 The majority of which had joined mainstream politics and was running a provincial administration in the 

Northh and East (an achievement of the now defunct Indo-Sri Lanka Peace Accord o f 1987). 
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havee not touched upon here) involve - children of war. political rape and sexual violence, and domestic 

violencee in the context of civi l war and ethnic conflict. 

MimesisMimesis and the Cultivation of Hatred 

Att a more theoretical level it can be observed that in situations o f ethnic and other identity-based conflicts in 

deeplyy divided societies, essentialised popular cultural images and stereotypes are intertwined with situated 

practicess o f political violence. Here violent actions of state security forces and paramilitaries have an important 

impactt on the local population, which in turn can be channelled into popular violence, as demonstrated by the 

inter-ethnicc riots o f 1983. Situated practices of political violence also involve an interaction between the major 

combatants,, which involves mimesis. In this context Al lan Feldman makes an astute observation on the 

mimesiss o f British state militarism by paramilitary forces in Northern Ireland. 

Thee emergence o f local paramilitary forces presupposed the fragmentation, inversion, and 
internalizationn o f the social rhetoric of populist aggression historically promoted and 
centralizedd by the state. These groups emulated the state's fusion o f repressive and ideological 
apparatusess and implemented programs of somatic regimentation and aggression anticipated 
byy state militarism. Today the mimesis between paramilitary groups and the state is still 
evident,, though it has shifted to the paramilitary emulation of the manner in which violence is 
bureaucratisedd and rationalized by the state's counterinsurgency apparatus (Feldman 
1991:41). . 

Thiss observation is relevant to the case o f Sri Lanka as well . In the early days (1972/73) of the Tamil rebellion 

inn the north and east (during the embryo stage o f the present day Tamil paramilitary groups), the main sources 

off mimesis for paramilitaries was the Sri Lankan police. American action movies and the failed JVP 

insurrectionn o f 1971. By mimesis I do not mean a mere aping (i.e. as a copy, reflection, replica or however else 

onee might wish to refer to it) o\'militarisms (represented by the state, foreign movie moguls or the JVP). 

Instead,, I mean a reproduction which is adapted to suit the particularistic needs of the paramilitaries, what 

Ricoeurr calls "creative imitation" (Ricoeur 1991:138-139). This "creative imitation' enabled the paramilitaries, 

whoo were in the process of organising and gaining knowledge about weaponry, tactics and strategies, to 
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developp their capabilities qualitatively with each new confrontation with the police, as time went by. While 

JVPP experiences, learned from narratives and discussions with JVP prisoners when in custody (together) in 

Jaffnaa prison (in the early 1970s), brought new ideas of confronting and resisting the hegemony of state forces, 

itt had only a marginal effect. The same applies to action movies, which also contributed only to the 

backgroundd experiences of early Tamil paramilitaries. Confrontations with and brutal 'encounters7 at the hands 

off  the Criminal Investigation Department (CID) of the police, were much more important in their mimetic 

educationall  process, which brutalised and strengthened the young paramilitaries and their organisations at a 

tacticall  level. The Bastianpillai murder was also an important milestone and turning point in this process. This 

policee officer of Tamil ethnic background, with an infamous reputation among the paramilitaries, was 

ambushedd and murdered. This provided a symbolic victory and an example of success, at a time when the 

paramilitariess numbered only a handful, were relatively unknown, and even unpopular. This unpopularity led 

themm to be derogatorily referred to at times as "the boys'1. A nickname and image which stuck for along time. 

Laterr it turned into (our) "boys". The Bastianpillai killin g also served as an example to other Tamils who 

"collaborated'' with the police (and later army) in the government's crackdown on paramilitaries. 

Confessionss drawn from captured paramilitaries and the damage that it caused at an organisational 

levell  led to the innovation of wearing or carrying cyanide capsules. Possibly, the theire of suicide, in certain 

(favourite)) American action movies, also had a mimetic effect here. Interrogations and tortures at the hands of 

thee CID developed the subsequent interrogation techniques and capabilities of Tamil paramilitaries. In those 

davs.. the favoured weapons were a far cry from today's automatic weapons (with high rates of fire), artillery 

andd explosives. The .38 service revolver, the Lee Enfield .303 bolt action ritle (used by the police) and 

shotgunss (used by landowners and agriculturalists) were the most common weapons. The most sophisticated 

weaponss at the time were the Sterling 9mm submachine gun (used by the Police and SLA in 1971 against the 

JVP)) and the Fabrique Nationale Self Loading Rille (SLR) 7.62mm x 51 ritle (used by the SLA. the Indian 
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copyy of which is known as the Ishaporc rifle). However, as ammunition was hard to come by, the standard 

weaponn was the shotgun. In fact one of the methods the JVP used to arm itself was to collect all shotguns 

ownedd by civi l ian agriculturalists, a tactic which was successfully adopted later on by Tamil paramilitaries. 

Earlyy L T T E training manuals give descriptions and diagrams o f these weapons incorporated from early police 

andd army service manuals. Some of the LTTE's early field-commanders that survived the ravages o f war, 

internecinee clashes and time maintained a preference for revolvers over more modern semi-automatic pistols. 

Apparentlyy the image o f Clint Eastwood as "Dir ty Harry" and his .357 magnum, had remained in the 

imaginationss of some o f these veterans. However, Sri Lankan state militarism is not the only source o f 

mimesiss among the Tamil paramilitary groups. Among these groups (here focus is only on the five major 

groups),, there is also a strong influence o f Indian military traditions and ideology. For example, the close 

resemblancee to training and tactics of clandestine warfare, along the lines o f campaign strategy, drawn up by 

Fieldd Marshal Sam Manekshaw and adopted by the Indian Army during the Bangladesh war o f liberation in 

1971.. This process of emulation took place in the early 1980s when India provided clandestine infantry 

trainingg for the Tamil paramilitaries, and thereafter, when the Indian Peace Keeping Force (IPKF) got bogged 

downn in skirmishes with the recalcitrant LTTE in the North-East from 1987 to 1990. The EPRLF. EROS, and 

PLOTE,, also had individual commanders and fighters trained by Palestinian paramilitary groups20 (in the 

1970ss and earlv 1980s), who in turn had absorbed and reproduced certain combat strategies and styles o f 

operationn from the Israeli military. A marginal but interesting aspect o f this mimesis, has been the selection 

"iyukku"iyukku paar" or nom de guerre's. where Tamil paramilitaries have adopted names like. "Yasser", "Arafat" , 

andd "Kha l id " . over more run-of-the-mill Tamil names like "Rav i " or even more heroic ones like "Veeran" 

( 'Hero'' or 'Courageous'). Similarly. American action movies have also left their mark, as mentioned earlier. 

- 00 Namely, the official Palestine Liberation Organisation's (PLO) Fatah commanded by the late 'Abu Jihad' 

andd the Popular Front for Liberation o f Palestine (PFLP) led by George Habash. 
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andd names such as "Rainbo" have also come into usage. 

Anotherr important basis of mimesis tor the Tamil paramilitary groups has been the LTTE itself. The 

successess o f the LTTE. which are based on its organisational efficiency, ruthlessness and adherence to strict 

militaristt doctrine have been the source of much debate21 within other less successful paramilitary groups. 

Thee subsequent emulation of the LTTE's terror tactics by 'commando units' o f these groups manifested 

themselvess during the internecine warfare waged against the LTTE from 1987-1990. Here, terror was instilled 

intoo popular social and cultural imaginations o f Tamil people (i.e. those perceived to be supporters and cadres 

o ff the L T T E alike) at the local level, through the display o f tortured, dismembered and disfigured bodies 

(mostlyy o f young men and teenagers). This example illustrates linkages that take place at the level o f popular 

culturee (i.e. in the sense o f folk culture and narratives), between constructions and discourses o f political 

violence.. The imagery and coercive power o f this macabre display is an instance, where a stuated practice of 

politicall violence, develops an ideological form in itself, which has a capacity to overdetermine previously 

heldd ideological affinities, at least momentarily. Feldman notes that this phenomenon is an important factor in 

thee escalation of intercommunal (or inter-ethnic) violence (Feldman 1991:21). Physical acts o f political terror 

thatt display extremely vivid and gory illustrations have a tremendous impact on the establishment and 

reinforcementt o f cultural 'climates' of violence in popular imagination. Through diverse mediums such as 

rumours,, narratives, songs, poems, phone-in news services (aimed particularly at the Tamil Diaspora), videos, 

newspapers,, magazines, political cartoons, billboards, radio and television broadcasts, these situated practices 

o ff political violence add up to represent virtual realities o f the ground situation. The cumulative whole o f this 

dynamicc and quite technologically sophisticated process converts in the case of the LTTE to reflect the virtual 

realityy o f their grand narrative and ultimate political objective o f total hegemony of the Tamil polity. 

Inn relation to mimesis, paramilitary groups among the Sinhalese such as the JVP have imitated some 

2 '' I had the opportunity to be privy to a few of these discussions in the late 1980s. 
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militaryy tactics adopted by Tamil paramilitaries. For example in 1988/89 members trom the PLOTE allegedly 

providedd basic training in southern Sri Lanka for JVP cadres in the use of lEDs in ambushes. However to a 

largee extent the JVP, whose leading military cadres originally served in Sri Lankan government mil itary units, 

imitatedd and at times attempted to magnify the terror tactics of state forces. These 'end products' (which are 

consumedd on a daily basis by captive audiences in societies caught up in political conflict), are viewed in a 

positivee or negative light depending on political preferences and perspectives, over and over again, in various 

shapes,, contours, hues and details. In the absence o f such partisan preferences or perspectives, these audio, 

visuall and textual anthologies o f horror, and memories o f fragmented and fluctuating 'historical ' images, 

createe numbness, helplessness, and/or cynicism, ambivalence, among recipient audiences. It is quite possible 

thatt these audiences constitute a large majority o f the non-combatant civilian population, who are victims of 

politicalpolitical violence, and bear the brunt o f wartime sufferings and pain. This observation is compatible with my 

findings,, through extensive personal discussions and informal interviews with a wide range o f political 

refugees.. Most of these people, fall within, without and in-between boundaries o f stereotypical and 

homogenisedd categories, such as for example, 'the Sinhalese", 'the Tami l ' , and 'the Muslims". Among many 

exiless that I interviewed. I found that memories o f political violence are fixed and frozen, in a time and space 

continuum.. For many, the history o f political violence in Sri Lanka is at a standstill. Therefore, their 

impressionss and reactions correspond to particular historical memories and narratives, which relate quite often 

too a time when they themselves were in Sri Lanka. These exiles in particular, have difficulties in understanding 

thatt situations, representations (i.e. of ideologies, barriers, and alliances), and 'realities', are in flux and change 

constantlyy in time. I accept that it is rather diff icult for certain exiles to accept that their reference points drawn 

fromm memory are flawed and outdated, because it is so much part o f their 'new' identities. They need these 

'new/old '' identities, in order to cope with the contingencies of new 'lealities', far from home. Many o f these 

exiless find safety in reference points o f the past, and therefore, prefer to imagine the 'o ld ' as being 'new' and 
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continuous.. This is a problem that is specific to Diasporic-peoples be they Sri Lankan (Tamil/Sinhala/Muslim). 

Somali.. Palestinian. South African, Bosnian Muslim. Sikh, or any other. Change, i f at all. comes very slowly 

forr many exiles and refugees. For many Diasporic-peoples change is to be resisted, especially because o f its 

initiall unfamiliarity. A current example of this is the resistance of radical Palestinians unci right-wing Israelis, 

too the Israeli-Palestine National Authority (PNA) Peace Accord, who seek comfort in nostalgia politics of the 

past,, a phenomenon which is in transition. 

Thee relational practises o f political violence in Sri Lanka are an unintended consequence o f power 

struggless among social groups. Some cultural codes that have come into being through these relational 

practices,, arc chauvinism and prejudice, which are based on ethnicity, brutalisation, militarism, extreme 

polarisationn along political lines, xenophobia vis-a-vis India, etc. Similarly, struggles for political power 

(whichh is an important goal) have brought about another set o f cultural codes in Sri Lankan society. Prominent 

amongg them, is the revolutionary ideology of focismo and authoritarian styles of politicakleadership (which 

aree embedded in the island's politica! culture). Focismo takes the form of an armed (vanguard) group or foco. 

whichh initiates political violence that is intended to spark of f a revolution or popular insurrection (supported by 

thee working class). The objective and logic of focismo is about the captures state power, which is theorised by 

Regiss Debray (1970). and symbolised, romanticised and textualised by Ernesto 'Che' Guevara (1968a. 1968b). 

Englishh translations o f Guevara's work, were circulating in Sri Lanka around the time of the Apri l 1971 JVP 

insurrection,, and were off icial ly banned as 'subversive literature', by the then United Front centre-left 

governmentt led b\ Ms. Sirimavo Bandaranaike. JVP paramilitaries from this period, through their perceived 

associationn with Guevarist focismo, earned themselves the nickname o f the "Che Guevara" or "Che 

Guevarakaravo"" (i.e. literally the 'Che Guevaristas"), in the popular Sinhala lexicon at that time. Authoritarian 

styless o f political leadership permeate through all hierarchical forms of. social organisation. Prominent 

exampless in Sri Lanka range from, the likes o f former president Junius Richard Jayawardena, late president 
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Ranasinghee Premadasa. and former prime minister Ms. Sirimavo Bandaranaike (who is at present the leader of 

thee parliamentary opposition and symbolic head o f the SLFP). to the LTTE supremo Velnpillai Prabhakaran 

andd the late leader of the JVP, 'Rohana Wijeweera'. 

'Hatred'' and 'revenge' are almost synonymous with many o f the political murders that have taken 

placee in contemporary Sri Lanka and Northern Ireland. However it must be stated from the outset that from 

thee perspective o f the sheer scale of these actions, these two case studies are incomparable, though they 

certainlyy share common elements. For example, in Sri Lanka, inter-ethnic and internecine revenge/counter-

revengee kil l ings run into tens o f thousands, with some daily casualties in the hundreds- e.g. the intra-

Sinhalesee kil l ings (1987-1990) between state forces and the JVP. The same cannot be said o f events in 

Northernn Ireland with a total of approximately 3,300 persons k i l led- despite the existence o f similar intense 

animositiess - i.e. o f wanting to "hurt the enemy' by any means possible. In Northern Ireland, the tit-for-tat 

kil l ingss in South Armagh in the early 1970s is considered an extreme case, where it is alleged that Loyalist 

paramilitariess from the Ulster Defence Association ( U D A ) kil led two Catholic brothers. As an act o f 

counter-revengee it is alleged that the Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA) or a cover organisation 

carriedd out the "Whi te Cross Massacre" where ten protestant workers were taken o f f a bus and shot 

(Harndenn 1999). Other instances o f localised revenge/counter-revenge kil l ings would be the "Murder 

Tr iangle"" in East Tyrone and North Armagh between the Loyalist, Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) and the 

PIRA.. and the "Murder M i le " in North Belfast (near Ardoyne and North-west Belfast) where 20% of all 

ki l l ingss in the "troubles' took place. 

Inn Sri Lanka, while revenge/counter-revenge killings are more numerous and widespread, in 

Northernn Ireland they are far less numerous and tend to be more localised to areas wha-e Catholics and 

Protestantss live cheek by jowl - which is why specific actions have survived in popular memory through 

lastingg nicknames. In Sri Lanka, brutalisation o f civi l society has been to such an extent that the 'place-
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names"" o f such kil l ings tend to fade with time. Unless, they are particularly gruesome and the bodv count 

high,, or i f there are wel l-known politicians allegedly involved. An example being the "Batalanda ki l l ings" 

wheree forty schoolboys were abducted and kil led, in relation to which the current leader o f the opposition 

Hon.. Ranil Wickremasinghe (who was in government at the time o f the event) appeared before the 

Batalandaa Commission. 

Inn this Chapter. I focus on the 'meanings' attached to or derived from actions related to 'hatred" and 

'revenge'' in locations o f political violence. And in particular, I examine relations between 'hatred* and 

situatedd practices o f 'revenge/counter-revenge* kill ings in Sri Lanka during the period 1980 to 2000. And it 

iss these situated practices o f 'revenge/counter-revenge' kil l ings that are compared occasionally with similar 

practicess in Northern Ireland. Such comparative illustrations are but the tip o f an iceberg and all kinds o f 

'revenge/counter-revenge'' ki l l ings continue to take place within politically cltirged and polarised contexts 

o ff identity and resource-based conflicts in deeply divided societies. Here, I examine such actions in light o f 

internecineinternecine warfare in particular (e.g. intra-ethnic or group strife) - a common feature o f many 

revolutionaryy and/or nationalist struggles. Ironically enough, such warfare is carried out more fiercely in 

manyy cases, than the "business' o f the nationalist war or revolution. 

Inn fact in the Sri Lankan case, up til l maybe the big set piece battles o f the iate 1990s, moreTamil 

paramilitariess and their civi l ian sympathisers or suspected supporters have been kil led or tortured and/or 

incarceratedd by members o f rival organisations during internecine warfare. And in this context, male and 

femalee paramilitaries (which would include teenagers and children) belonging to the LTTE remain 

unsurpassedd as 'successful practitioners'. Conversely, more Sinhalese (civil ians, paramilitaries and 

soldiers)) were kil led in the violent intra-Sinhalese power struggle between the JVP and armed units o f the 

governmentt o f Sri Lanka (1987-1990). And it is the revenge/counter-revenge kil l ings arising out of these 

twoo theatres o f confl ict, which warrant closer scrutiny. In this chapter I focus mainly on the ongoing 
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separatistt war being waged by the LTTE. And rather than simply listing a gory catalogue of tit-for-tat 

killingss for the record (which one can find for example in most Amnesty International or Human Rights 

Watchh publications), I examine the process of cultivating hatred in a deeply divided socety. I identify 

agentss of political violence here as - all members of anti-government (or pro-government) paramilitary 

organisations,, as well as members of death squads and army, navy, airforce and police units, that are linked 

overtlyy or covertly to the state apparatus. 

Thee conflicts in Sri Lanka are ironically enough, portrayed on many an occasion in academic texts 

andd the media, as simply being 'an ethnic conflict' between Sinhalese and Tamils. Similarly, the conflicts in 

Northernn Ireland are portrayed often enough as being 'sectarian*  - i.e. between Protestants and Catholics. 

Suchh oversimplifications ignore much of the complexities and ground realities of each situation. In the Sri 

Lankann case, this point is highlighted by the facts that: 

1.. There have been two major theatres of conflict in Sri Lanka (one ongoing in the predominantly Tamil 

speakingg areas of the north and east and the other in the Sinhala majority areas of the southern, central 

andd western provinces). 

2.. Not to mention, all the internecine and intra-etlmic bloodletting. 

Similarlyy in the Northern Ireland case, revenge/counter-revenge killings involve more than sectarian 

violencee between Republican and Loyalist paramilitaries. A recent spate of tit-for-tat killings was between 

Loyalistt paramilitary groups (1999-2000) - i.e. between the Loyalist Volunteer Force (LVF) and the UVF-

whichh in the past used to be one organisation. Apparently these revenge/counter-revenge killings are part of 

stakingg out territory showing that 'territory can be defended" to avoid disintegration and allegedly involve 

non-politicall  considerations, such as control of lucrative underworld networks and personal vendettas. 

Thesee situated practices of political violence illustrate some of the complexities of the Northern Irish 

context.. Similarly, there have been low-scale internecine clashes in the past between the PIRA and other 
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Republicann paramilitary groups like the Irish National Liberation Army ( INLA) . And bitter feuds among 

variouss I N L A factions in the 1980s led the organisation to tear itself to shreds. The 'spil l-over' effect o f 

whatt has been a low-level index of violence involves kill ings that are simply personal as exemplif ied by 

onee o f the "Shankil l Butchers."1 Bates. Other factors that also need to be considered are htra-organisationa! 

ki l l ingss and punishment beatings o f 'criminal elements' within the support communities o f the respective 

paramilitaryy groups. Defections from the PIRA to splinter groups such as the Continuity IRA and the Real 

IRAA (which are opposed to the now near-paralysed Good Friday Agreement o f 1998)22 and an alleged 

urbann (e.g. Belfast) versus rural (e.g. South Armagh) split are important factors that further complicate the 

'sectariann divide'. Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that as opposed to Sri Lanka, internal constraints in 

thee form o f public pressure and other external factors restrict the extent to which revenge/counter-revenge 

ki l l ingss can take place in Northern Ireland. For example, the LVF scaled-down its attacks on Catholics in 

earlyy 1998. leading to the declaration o f a cease-fire, which involved a combination o f 'people-pressure' 

f romm wi th in the Protestant community, alleged drug-dealing interests and the assassination o f the hard-line 

Bi l lyy Wright (also known as the "K ing Rat"). 

Thee concept o f haired and other related concepts like anger, fear, aggression, terror and o f course 

violence,, are inherently problematic owing to their vagueness and manifold meanings. Flowever on the popular 

level,, given their felt or emotive content they can be cultivated and channelled, especially through imagery o f 

enemyy stereotypes and revenge-counter revenge mentalities. The degrees or levels to which emotive 

sentimentss are felt in the "organization of aggressive impulses" (Ibid), vary in degree, intensity and meaning, 

andd from individual to individual. Nevertheless, when it comes to the question of organised political violence, 

hatredd and revenge compliment each other and become useful tools in cultivating homogenous, mono-

222 For the behind-the-scenes story o f the negotiations that culminated in the signing of the Northern Ireland 
Peacee Accord, which is written by the American Senator who served as independent Chairman of the talks, 
seee Mitchel l (1999). 
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narratives. . 

Fromm a theoretical standpoint - while expressing dissatisfaction over problems of inconsistent 

definitionss raised by relativity, ambiguity and diversity o f meanings - researchers should exercise caution 

whenn examining concepts like hatred or revenge. The very inconclusiveness surrounding feelings, thoughts 

andd conduct related to hatred or revenge, should serve to discourage premature and simplistic verdicts. 

Neverthelesss in this chapter, for the sake o f the discussion, I use the outline presented by Allport as a sounding 

board. . 

Inn Sri Lanka, the l iving and dead bodies that continue to litter the landscapes o f political violence are 

circulatedd as political statements. They are also intended in particular instances to facilitate the process o f 

cultivatingg hatred and promoting revenge/counter-revenge actions, thereby effectively leaving the 

protagonistss firmly locked in the 'combat mode'. Mimesis or 'creative imitation' in these rather gruesome 

revenge/counter-revengee actions plays its own part in the deadly dynamic. Two examples o f many from Sri 

Lanka'ss recent past would include actions carried out by the LTTE, a paramilitary organisation that actively 

engagess in the cult ivation o f hatred in Sri Lanka. 

1.. The massacre o f 42 Sinhalese civilians (men, women and children) and the burning of their tiny fishing 

villagee of Kallawara in the east of the country. This is the first such large-scale action carried out 

againstt civil ians since the October 1992 massacre of 146 Muslims in Palliyagodella, also allegedly by 

thee LTTE. 

2.. The assassination o f the chief Buddhist priest of Dimbulagala. Venerable Kithalagama Siri Seelalankara 

aroundd the end of May 1995. He was especially popular among Sinhalese inhabitants along the border 

areass between Tamil and Sinhala domains in the East and had been a long-term, vocal critic o f the 

LTTE. . 

Itt is ver\ probable that the massacre o\' Sinhalese civil ians in Kallawara and the ki l l ing o f a very popular 
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Buddhistt priest were aimed at provoking a Sinhalese (Buddhist) majority backlash against the minority 

Tamilss Failing to obtain the necessary result- i.e. a Sinhalese-backlash since these and similar attacks -

moree recently, the LTTE has changed tactics and raised the stakes by carrying out spectacular operations 

againstt high-profile targets. There are two types of targets that have been selected. 

I.. Firstly, the commando-style paramilitary attacks by the LTTE on 'prestige targets' in Colombo with the 

attackk on the Kolonnawa Oil Refinery on 20m October 1995 and the suicide-truck-bombing of the 

Centrall  Bank on 31st January 1996, along with the World Trade Centre truck-bombing on IS1'1 October 

1997.. These attacks should be considered as being primarily targeted against economic infrastructure, 

whichh have added political significance due to their prestige, location and high-visibility. The name of 

thee game here is to advertise the LTTE's capabilities as a formidable adversary, while at the same time 

bolsteringg any sign of flagging support as a result of war-weariness and combat fatigue. Secondly, are a 

numberr of 'very high-profile targets" that have been selected between January 1998 and March 2000, 

whichh are of even greater significance- particularly with regard to the cultivation of hatred- and would 

include: : 

 The Datudu Maiigcnva (The 'Temple of the Tooth Relic' in Kandy. one of the most sacred of sites 

forr Sinhalese Buddhists) suicide-truck-bombing on 25t n January 1998 - which left the temple 

complexx needing structural repairs and leaving 11 dead and 20 injured. 

 The attempted assassination of Sri Lankan President, Ms. Chandrika Bandaranaike Kumaratunga 

byy an LTTE woman suicide-bomber 3 days before the Presidential elections on 1Ï?'1 of December 

1999.. at a public-rally in Colombo Town Hall. She was re-elected for a second term having 

narrowlyy escaped death and losing her right eye in the attack. 

 The botched suicide-bomb attack on the government building in the heart of Colombo by another 

LTTEE woman suicide-bomber, shortly thereafter on 51'1 January 2000. Here the intended-target was 
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allegedlyy the octogenarian Prime Minister Ms. Sirimavo Dias Bandaranaike (the world's first 

womann Prime Minister, who performs a largely ceremonial role given her ill health, and who 

happenss to be the President's mother). 

.. The failed ambush of a high-level ministerial motorcade en route from the Parliamentary- complex 

inn downtown Colombo on 10tn of March 2000 by an 8 to 10 strong paramilitary commando unit of 

LTTEE suicide-bombers. To give a sense of scale: according to reports, in this attack 5 suicide-

bomberss blew themselves up and 3 were shot dead, while 8 policemen and 20 civilians caught up in 

thee rush hour traffic were killed and 74 injured. Apparently the Sri Lankan security forces 

recoveredd from the scene: 1 GPMG, 1 MPMG, 3 (or 5) T-56 assault rifles (a Chinese derivative of 

thee ubiquitous AK47), 2 (or 5) disposable RPGs, 3 grenades and 1 suicide jacket worn by one of 

thee LTTE paramilitaries who was shot dead. 

Apartt from these high-profile spectacular attacks, which attract widespread media attention locally and 

internally,, the LTTE has also carried out a series of bus-bombings against civilians in the Sinhalese-

majorityy areas (between March 1998 and February 2000).23 These actions are aimed at maintaining a 

constantt level of attrition - a mechanism for the cultivation of hatred and sharpening ethnic divisions in a 

deeplyy divided society. It can therefore be argued, that the cumulative whole of these well-planned and co-

ordinatedd actions are certainly orchestrated by the LTTE, towards the cultivation of hatred to the point of 

bringingg about a Sinhaia-backlash (majority ethnic group) against Tamil civilians (minority ethnic group) 

livingg in Colombo. Such an event, would in the opinion of LTTE strategic planners: 

I.. Create enough negative publicity for the Sri Lankan government and the Sinhalese so that it would 

233 Bus bombings like the one in March 1998 with 30 dead and 256 injured were occasional attacks. In 
Februaryy 2000 however, indicating a change in tactics of the LTTE, there were six bus bombings with: 3 
woundedd in Colombo; 20 wounded in Kurunegala (70km North-east of Colombo); 10 injured in Kadawatte 
(15kmm from Colombo); 35 wounded between Bibile and Moneragala; 3 killed and 43 injured in two 
separatee incidents in Colombo. 
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hinderr bilateral/multilateral relations and the maintenance of good diplomatic ties with the international 

communityy and donor states - particularly with Western states that are keen on the promotion o f 

democracy. . 

2.. It would also create a different dynamic, where albeit in negative fashion, the LTTE's pariah status 

internationallyy as a blacklisted terrorist organisation (as per the US State Department) could be 

reviewed. . 

33 Thirdly and most importantly, a Sinhala-backlash against Tamils l iv ing in southern, central and western 

Srii Lanka would mult iply support for the LTTE through increased Tamil chauvinist nationalism, 

obviouslyy in fierce opposition and hatred towards Sinhalese chauvinism {that would be illustrated by 

thee Sinhala-backlash). Such a dynamic would enable the LTTE, through an induction of new resources 

-- both human and material - to continue along its well-honed militarist strategy. It would also weaken 

anyy alternative to the LTTE's hegemonic grip over the Tamil polity, given the supreme leader 

Velupi l laii Prabhakaran's (also spelt as 'Pirabakaran') obsessive antagonism towards any challenge to 

hiss authority - whether it be from within or without, however big or small. A fact, that is borne out by 

thee substantial number o f Tamil politicians and paramilitaries (ant i-LTTE as well as LTTE) who have 

paidd the ultimate penalty. 

44 Last but not least, all types o f spectacular attacks are a means o f fuell ing the LTTE's mil itary campaign. 

Particularlyy by showing o f f the capabilities of its paramilitaries to the organisation's cadres and support 

basee within the country, and more importantly to the Tamil Diaspora in Western Europe, North 

Americaa and Australasia. This stratagem is a little like that o f a trader ' ro l l ing ' his/her money in order 

too keep the trading concern on a 'good enough' operational footing, that is capable o f convincing the 

customerss that it remains a safe investment despite the fluctuations o f the market. In other words, the 

LTTEE has invested all of its albeit finite resources and efforts in convincing the Tamil polity and the 
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governmentt of Sri Lanka of its total hegemony and in showing that "there is only one show in town". 

Meaningg that supporting the LTTE is the best bet for the Tamil polity, given that the path to the future 

iss only via the fulfilment of the organisation's separatist-nationalist aims and objectives. And as far as 

thee government of Sri Lanka is concerned, that it is only by serious engaging with the LTTE and 

providingg the organisation and its leader with "satisfaction" can the future be made secure. Thereby, 

thiss gambit of the Tolling' metaphor is also a tactical means of undermining the opposition to the LTTE 

-- both from within the Tamil polity and from without. 

Thee manner in which hatred and revenge are understood and acted Lpon, differ from culture to culture. In the 

Srii  Lankan situation, not exceptionally, it also differs according to sub-culture. In Tamil paramilitary sub-

culture,, the violent settling of scores within and between organisations is well defined. To the extent that in 

19955 a former bodyguard of the late PLOTE leader 'Uma Maheswaran', was murdered and partially 

dismemberedd in his apartment together with his wife in Zurich, for allegedly participating in the 1988 

assassinationn of the paramilitary leader in Colombo. Whereas, when Sinhala civilian victims (members of 

anotherr sub-culture) lost sons, daughters and loved ones to government sponsored massacres against suspected 

JVPP cadres, the calls for justice and revenge have been more tame and uncertain, and general̂ confined to the 

boundss of the law. Here the attitude of victims is clearly different from that of paramilitaries. 

Thee University Teachers for Human Rights (Jaffna) published (1994) an insightful catalogue of 

horrorss of political violence in North-East Sri Lanka titled: Someone Else's War. According to the anonymous 

authorss (for reasons of safety), the most recent violations against the civilian population have been perpetrated 

largelyy by the LTTE. In areas controlled by the LTTE, anyone suspected of disobedience or 'working against 

thee interests of the LTTE' (however innocent) is liable to be arrested, incarcerated, interrogated, tortured 

and/orr executed. Most of the LTTE's prisoners are either members or sympathisers of rival Tamil 

organisationss and their relatives, or LTTE cadres suspected of internal dissent. Captured serviceman from the 
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Srii Lankan armed services form another category of prisoners. Here is an excerpt, concerning the fate of a 

Tamill prisoner held by the LTTE. 

Memberss of the LTTE intelligence unit worked with the wardens in some camps to extract 
information...Kanthi,, nicknamed 'The Butcher', a member of the intelligence unit...once went 
berserkk when he discovered that a torture victim who fainted had been given medical attention 
andd ripped off the bandages before killing the victim with a pick-axe handle (University 
Teacherss for Human Rights-Jaffna 1994:100). 

Howw is it possible, that Tamil paramilitaries torture and kill one another with such ferocity? As far as political 

rhetoricc in the North-East goes the LTTE categorically states that it is fighting a liberation struggle to establish 

aa separate Tamil nation-state called 'Tamil Eelam'. According to this logic, are not all Tamils 'the sons and 

daughterss of Tamil mothers'? And is their no 'unity in struggle'? It is paradoxical that since 1984/85 an openly 

ethno-chauvinistt Tamil paramilitary organisation such as the LTTE has been systematically targeting the 

memberss of other Tamil paramilitary groups - in a violent bid to become the sole representative of the Tamil 

people.. The stratagem behind this recourse to internecine warfare must be attributed in the first instance to the 

brainss behind the LTTE. 

Thee LTTE's supremo Velupillai Prabhakaran is an interesting and almost Macbethian figure- with 

bloodd on his hands and ghosts looking over his shoulder. It is alleged that he systematically murdered, exiled 

orr 'got rid of through convenient 'missions impossible' the second tier of leadership within his own 

organisationn on a variety of trumped-up charges. As mentioned earlier, the last well-known casualty being 

Mahendraraja.. better known as 'Mahattaya', who it is rumoured was executed in January 1995 after a secret 

'trial'.. Mahattaya had been the LTTE's long standing number-two man and former commander of the Vanni 

sector,, with a loyal following of his own. Most of his followers were sent on the first wave of a recent assault 

onn the Sri Lankan military base at Pooneryn, where many lost their lives. Therefore it comes as no surprise that 

memberss of rival Tamil organisations have been and are ruthlessly crushed. Since the founding of the LTTE 

politicall killings of Tamils. Sinhalese, Muslims and Indians (combatants and civilians alike) paved the way in 
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onee way or another to power enhancement and consolidation, as well as tie facto control over geographical and 

politico-culturall  space. As tar as Prabhakaran is concerned, there is absolutely no question of power sharing. 

Givenn such a state of affairs, it becomes necessary for an organisation such as the LTTE to adopt 

variouss stratagems in order for the will of Prabhakaran and his lieutenants to be carried out by the rank and 

file.. My hypothesis is that 'hatred' of all forces (political and/or military) other than the LTTE is actively 

cultivatedd among rank and file. And furthermore this process is facilitated, through the inculcation of pre-

emptivee and revenge-killings, as a political and military solution. In other words, there has been and continues 

too be "an enduring organization of aggressive impulses" (Allport 1992:31) toward persons deemed to be and 

therefore,, labelled as 'enemies'. 

Thee manipulation of this stratagem in combination with others - particularly, the use of suicide 

operations,, cyanide capsules, and notions of self-sacrifice and martyrdom - have given the LTTE a tactical 

edgee not only on the battlefield but also in popular imagination. Despite its tactical edge, the LTTE's violent 

effortss at hijacking the Tamil national liberation struggle also resulted in tierce counter-hegemonic re-actions 

fromm rival Tamil paramilitary organisations. And in this bloody internecine warfare, hatred and revenge-

counterr revenge killings became the norm. Driven by these events, 'doing one better' than the 'Tigers' and 

exactingg revenge, became of paramount importance for rival Tamil paramilitaries - thereby effectively de-

railingg a united Tamil national liberation struggle once and for all. It is hardly surprising therefore, to find 

Tamill  paramilitary organisations such as the PLOTE, EPDP and TELO fighting side by side with military 

unitss of the government of Sri Lanka against the LTTE -proving right the old adage, that 'an enemy's enemy is 

myy friend'. And in the 'extropunitive gaze' of many of those involved in internecine warfare, 'enemies from 

within**  are definitely seen as 'the cause' for the failure or corruption of the Tamil national liberation struggle. 

Nevertheless,, the question of why internecine warfare between rival Tamil paramilitaries has been 

carriedd out more fiercely and effectively - than between Tamil fighters and predominantly Sinhala soldiers 
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onn the government side - is only partially answered through a discussion of hatred and revenge ki l l ings. The 

questionn o f internecine warfare and combat should also be addressed through an examination o f other 

importantt issues pertaining to agents o f political violence, such as: 

 Logistical Capabilities. 

 Labell ing/Disinformation. 

«« Power/Hegemony. 

LogisticalLogistical capabilities - such as familiarity/knowledge of enemy strengths, weaknesses, movements, mobil i ty, 

support,, resources, the ability to discern fact from disinformation. These capabilities combined with a thorough 

understandingg of terrain/politico-cultural space - provide an enemy from within (i.e. rival Tamil paramilitaries 

inn this case) far more opportunities to inflict more severe casualties than an enemy from without. Therefore it 

becomess paramount (whenever possible), in military terms, to completely wipe out opposition or enemies from 

withinn - which in turn leads to ever spiralling, vicious and no-holds-barred combat. In Sri Lanka, such 

characteristicss of internecine warfare could also be observed in the mainly intra-Sinhala conflict ( f rom 1987 to 

1990)) between the forces o f the government and the JVP. It also explains to some extent, as to why the 

predominantlyy Sinhalese Sri Lankan military forces have fared badly in Tamil districts but were successful 

againstt the JVP in Sinhala districts. 

Labelling/DisinformationLabelling/Disinformation - in situations o f extreme ethnonationalist conflicts there are increased 

chancess for xenophobia to exist within a given community or group. Xenophobia and/or siege mentality, 

enablee easy labelling of "traitors' and ' f i f th columnists", who are given short shrift. T ime and time again in 

Srii Lanka atrocities have been committed against such perceived 'traitors1, who on many occasions have 

laterr turned out to be innocent civilians or persons targeted as a result of private quarrels. In al! warfare, as 

inn internecine conflict, labelling and disinformation go hand in hand. Therefore, when LTTE commanders 

identifyy members o f other Tamil groups as being 'traitors', 'perpetrators o f atrocities' or 'corrupt elements' 
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(e.g.. thieves, robbers, drug dealers) bringing discredit to the Tamil nation, it becomes easier for rank and 

Hiee to justify their actions as well as to nurture hatred. The same is true for the LTTE's rivals (i.e. Tamil 

paramilitariess and members of the Sri Lankan armed forces), who use similar logic in their military and 

politicall campaigns. 

Power/HegemonyPower/Hegemony - another aspect of internecine struggles for power and hegemony is to illustrate 

inn no uncertain manner that 'we' are more powerful than (rival) others. Myths of superiority/inferiority fuel 

heightenedd competition between rival paramilitaries, who exert tremendous efforts to either 'prove* or 

'disprove'' the myth in concern - since capture of the high ground in popular imagination and culture is all 

important.. Ail these complex factors then combine into a highly explosive cocktail, which fuels the 

passions,, hatred and energies that revolve around revenge/counter-revenge killings and constructions of 

politicall violence - illustrated here by the case of Tamil paramilitaries. 
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